Unlock the value of
Microsoft Office 365
Buying digital productivity tools, such as Office 365
is simply not enough.

50% of digital productivity tools are wasted
75% of training fails to create lasting change*
*Source: McKinsey, Forbes and 1E

We have a better way
Traditional solutions alone are not delivering the results
organizations need – the answer is digital enablement
with Nulia Works.
Nulia Works unlocks the trapped value of Microsoft Office 365
by driving usage of its features and functions across a wide
range of job roles, departments, industries, and applications.

“Our users have confidence to fully engage
with Office 365 and we have seen a significant
improvement in collaboration and efficiency
in getting things done.”
Managing Director at Engineering & Construction Group

Customer benefits

Why Transvault and
Nulia is a good choice
Results from International Engineering Services
Corporation after 2 month working with Nulia:

Results from Engineering & Construction Group Nulia
users vs non Nulia users:

175%

Increase in active Teams users

889%

Increase in Teams messages sent

300%

Increase in Teams utilisation

519%

Increase in Teams calls

773%

Increase in shared files

20%

Increase in SharePoint usage

How it works

It’s all about getting
users using Office 365
Powered by AI and machine learning, Nulia Works unlocks
the value of Office 365. With personalized digital skills
development in the natural flow of work, Nulia Works
meets organizations where they are, with what they need.

It guides users with data-driven insights and measures
success by doing in the natural flow of work, enabling
users to continuously attain, maintain, and use digital
productivity skills. By applying machine learning and
artificial intelligence, Nulia Works personalizes skills
development and meets organizations where they
are, with what they need.

Using Office 365 to create the world that works for
your organization. Nulia Works is the first of its kind
Digital Enablement solution that is platform-based
and supports a continuous system of measurement,
personalization, and engagement to drive digital
skills development and usage.

Users earn industry-recognized badges that are based
on verified usage of digital skills that can be shared across
professional networks, such as LinkedIn. This empowers
users to be confident in their new digital skills and
enables organizations to know that they have a workforce
with the Office 365 skills they need.

Key features

Changing the view
on Microsoft Office 365
Measure & Evaluate
Nulia Works captures each user’s unique needs and
continuously measures progress against goals. It is
all about getting & keeping people using digital
technologies in a way that works for them.

Personalise & Guide
Nulia Works targets engagement in each user’s natural
flow of work, guiding them with data intelligence to
attain & maintain new digital productivity skills by doing.
Engage & Reward
Nulia Works provides always-on 24/7 support and
engagement that makes skills development fun, exciting,
and personally rewarding with industry-recognized badges.

Request a Demo
North America: 646.808.0407
International: +44 (0) 3333 404433
info@Transvault.com
www.Transvault.com
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